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Morphological modification of bulk layered double hydroxides (LDHs) into surface-engineered, porous
materials enabled effective, base-catalyzed liquid phase Knoevenagel condensation in water. The in-
crease in the number of the accessible basic sites on LDH engineering led to the enhancement of the
reaction rate, whereas the significant changes in the relative strength of the basic sites were found to
cause remarkable differences in the chemoselectivities. Thus, porous hydrocalumite (CaAl-LDH) catalysts
allowed long-term and highly selective Knoevenagel condensation using reasonably mild reaction
conditions. The advantages of heterogeneous nature and the recyclability of the hydrocalumites were
also strengthened by advanced surface treatment. These key factors (basic sites, basic nature, and het-
erogeneity) can be fine-tuned by selecting the appropriate sacrificial template (cetyl trimethyl ammo-
nium bromide, multiwalled carbon nanotubes, and Santa Barbara Amorphous-15), which regulates the
morphology of the composites.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Liquid phase Knoevenagel condensation reaction of aldehydes/
ketones with compounds of activated methylene groups is a key
process to produce a variety of intermediates and fine chemicals
such as substituted alkenes [1,2], therapeutic drugs [3,4], and
functional polymers [5,6] for various industrial synthetic processes.
Condensation catalysts are generally based on soluble Brønsted
bases [7e9] and have been applied widely in industries. In spite of
their well-known disadvantages such as unsatisfactory yields,
circuitous (or often impossible) reusability, harsh reaction condi-
tions, and high-cost implications, these catalysts are still in use in
most Knoevenagel condensation reactions.
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The application of insoluble Brønsted bases/Lewis acids
appeared to be the most promising alternative of avoiding unde-
sirable impacts associated with the application of homogeneous
catalysts. In the last few decades, numerous studies have focused
on using zeolites [10e15], zeo-type compounds [16e18], layered
double hydroxides (LDHs) [19e22], oxides, and mixed oxides of
alkaline earth metals and clay minerals (Table S1) as catalysts
[23e29]. Despite their undisputable advantages such as their
strong and tunable basicity/acidity, high specific surface area, and
unique porosity, the results fell behind expectations. This was
largely owing to the relatively narrow range of reaction conditions
that are necessary to be applied to achieve the desired efficiency. In
particular, selective operation of these heterogeneous catalysts was
strongly limited to (i) high reaction temperatures (130e180 �C), (ii)
environmentally ‘unfriendly’ solvents (aldehydes, dimethylforma-
mide [DMF], and benzene), (iii) the necessity of relatively large
amounts of added catalysts (10e20 mol%), and (iv) the need of
using inert atmosphere [30]. In addition to these, deactivation or
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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thermal/chemical instability, associated with structural properties
of these catalysts, is also to be considered serious limiting factors.
Overall, the previously obtained results in the field indicated that
the number of accessible active sites and the development of their
porous structure are closely linked to the diffusion of the reactants
and products, which are the main factors to maximize efficiency.

Although notable progress in environmentally friendly
condensation catalysts has been achieved with, for example
nanoparticles and functional materials (Table S1) [30], particularly,
2D materials [31e34], nanocomposites [35,36] as well as metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) [37e40] or carbon nitrides [41e43]
and ionic liquids [44e46] etc., these proved to be unmanageable
catalysts because of practical reasons [30]. It is necessary to
establish specific conditions for their intended uses with regard to
their synthesis and handling. A further important aspect is the cost
of these systems, which considerably exceeds the usual price ex-
pected for commercial catalysts.

These concerns motivated researchers to look for environmen-
tally friendly catalysts based on commercial solid bases (Table S1).
Hydrotalcites (HTs), an important class of LDHs, are well-studied
and promising solid bases in various catalytic reactions; however,
they present some severe limitations toward selective Knoevenagel
condensations (Table S1) [27,47,48]. Besides their low-controllable
basic sites, the diffusion limitations must be considered as a
result of their low external surface areas and smaller abundance of
available basic sites; these are the major drawbacks of HTs as cat-
alysts. Considering these facts, the lack of porous counterparts of
HTs as actual catalysts for condensations is very surprising. This can
be partially explained by the fact that only a few synthetic strate-
gies have been developed to produce template-free LDHs with
well-controlled pore structure [49]. Moreover, most of these com-
posites possessed microporous or macroporous structures [50e52]
that have less relevance in catalytic applications (Table S2) [53].
Adding to this, that the complete removal of the template is
essential for producing effective solid base catalysts, otherwise, the
basic sites remain at least partially hindered [54,55].

Some previously applied templates such as multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) [56] and mesoporous Santa Barbara Amor-
phous silica (SBA-15) [57e59] and cetyl trimethyl ammonium
bromide (CTAB) [60,61] seem to be removable to form mesoporous
or microporous-mesoporous structures. The role of the templates
was systematically studied during the formation of LDH-based
composites. For instance, notable effects on the crystallization of
HTs were observed and led to significant morphological changes
[57,58]. By using CNTs or zeolites as templates, growth of highly
dispersed LDH nanocrystals on the surface of CNTs [56] or vertically
aligned LDH on zeolites have already been reported [58]. Besides,
using CTAB gave rise to the formation of composites with hori-
zontally stacked LDH lamellae [61]. However, owing to the limited
information on the syntheses of template-free porous LDHs, a well-
established relationship between the morphology of the template-
containing composites and the pore structure of porous (template-
free) LDHs thus obtained is still unknown.

From the catalysis point of view, limited attention has been paid
to themembers of the hydrocalumite (HC) supergroup of LDH, such
as CaAleLDH [19], that have more advantageous basic character
and external surface area compared with HTs [62,63].

In the current contribution, alternative synthetic routes based
on using three conventional templates (MWCNT, SBA-15, CTAB) and
a water-based sol-gel synthesis strategy for template-free porous
HCs/HTs with controlled pore structure are presented (Scheme 1).
Particular attention was paid to the morphological effect of the
template-loaded composites on the porosity of the designed
product. The results of using porous and commercial LDH analogs
as actual catalysts in Knoevenagel condensations are presented.
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They include (I) effective condensations in water under ambient
conditions using HCs, (II) selective condensations with an
enhanced reaction rate by porous LDHs, and (III) detailed porosity-
basicity-activity-stability relationship with insights into the impact
of pore size as well as accessible basic sites in condensations.

2. Experimental part

2.1. Materials

All the analytical reagent (AR) chemical reagents were pur-
chased from Merck and Sigma-Aldrich and used as received
without further purification.

2.2. Synthesis of the LDH composites

The template-free (reference) CaAl-LDH (denoted as HC from
hydrocalumite) was synthesized by a simple sol-gel method based
on our previous study. Accordingly, a 2:1 M ratio mixture of Ca-
methoxide (67 mmol) and Al-ethoxide (33 mmol) was prepared
in 50mL of distilled water andwas stirred with a portion (20mmol)
of NaNO3 for 12 h [64]. The suspension was filtered, washed with
water several times, and dried for 24 h at 60 �C. The reference
MgAl-LDH (denoted as HT from hydrotalcite) was prepared by the
same method, but using a 3:1 Mg:Al molar ratio (with 75 mmol of
Mg ethoxide). Heat-treated LDHs were prepared from the HC and
HTat 450 �C for 12 h (denoted as calc-HC and calc-HT). To rehydrate
these ones, a slurry phase reconstruction method was used. An
appropriate portion of calc-HC/calc-HT (~0.5 g) was suspended in a
100 mL solution mixture (H2O/EtOH/0.015 M NaOH of
85:5:10 vol ratio) in which 20 mmol NaNO3 was also dissolved to
provide interlayer nitrate ions. The obtained slurries were rigor-
ously stirred for 96 h at 50 �C followed by filtration, washed with
water and ethanol several times, and dried for 24 h at 60 �C in an
oven. The solid products were denoted as recon-HC/recon-HT
(recon stands for reconstructed).

The LDHs containing various templates were prepared by using
the previously mentioned sol-gel method with the following
modifications. In a typical method, 50 mL aqueous solution of a
mixture of calcium or magnesium alkoxide and aluminum ethoxide
in 2:1 and 3:1 M ratio, respectively, (total metal content was
50 mmol) as well as 10 mmol of NaNO3 was added to 50 mL
ultrasonicated ethanolic suspension of MWCNTs (0.5 g) [56] or
SBA-15 (0.5 g) [57] under vigorous stirring at room temperature.
The resulting materials (denoted as M-HC/S-HC or M-HT/S-HT,
where M stands for MWCNTs and S for SBA-15), after aging for 96 h
at 60 �C, were filtered, washed with 1:1 ratio of ethanol/water
mixture several times, and dried at 60 �C overnight.

During the construction of LDHs with well-defined pore struc-
ture, the obtained M-HC/M-HTcomposite samples were calcined at
550 �C for 48 h to remove the MWCNT template (denoted as calc-
M-HC/calc-M-HT). The LDH structures were reconstructed by the
same rehydration procedure described above to obtain the recon-
M-HC/recon-M-HT. SBA-15 was also completely removed by stir-
ring it in a 2 M aqueous NaOH solution at 60 �C followed by several
washing steps with water (calc-S-HC/calc-S-HT), stirring for
regeneration with nitrate-containing (20 mmol) aqueous solution,
filtering, and a final drying step at 60 �C to obtain the recon-S-HC/
recon-S-HT.

For production of CTAB-LDH composites (C-HC/C-HT; C stands
for CTAB), 50 mL aqueous solution of CTAB (40 mmol, corresponds
to a concentration above the critical micellar concentration) [61]
was prepared. Apart from using an aqueous solution of the tem-
plate, a method identical to that described above was applied. The
CTABwas removed by calcination at 510 �C for 16 h (calc-C-HC/calc-



Scheme 1. Schematic procedure for the preparation of template-free, ordered porous layered double hydroxides (LDHs).
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C-HT) followed by a rehydration step similar to those of the HC/HT
composites to obtain the final products (denoted as recon-C-HC or
recon-C-HT).

2.3. Characterization methods

X-ray diffractograms were recorded on a Rigaku XRD-MiniFlex II
instrument using CuKa radiation (l ¼ 0.15418 nm), 40 kV acceler-
ating voltage at 30 mA. The diffraction patterns were evaluated by
using the DICVOL-06 routine included in the Expo2013 package to
offer the crystal parameters [62]. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images were taken by using an S-4700 scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Hitachi, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of
10e18 kV to study the morphologies of the samples. Spatially
better-resolved images were recorded by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). For this, a FEI Tecnai G2 20 X-Twin type in-
strument operating at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV was used.

For the characterization of the framework and interlayer anions,
a large variety of experimental means were applied. FT-IR spectra
were recorded on a BIO-RAD Digilab Division FTS-65A/896 appa-
ratus equipped with ATR or GIRA (grazing incidence reflection
absorption) accessories to reveal the depth profile of the compos-
ites. GIRA-FTIR technique with an incidence angle ranging from 75
to 88� can be a useful tool for characterizing the surface area [65],
whereas ATR spectroscopy can be suitable for identifying the bulk
species. For each spectrum, 256 scans were collected with 4 cm�1

resolution, and the range of 4000e600 cm�1 was registered. For
GIRA spectra, LDH film from an alcoholic suspensionwas deposited
on ZnSe 45� trapezoidal-shaped crystals and was measured in a
variable angle cell with an incidence angle of 80�. Raman spectra
were obtained on a Thermo Scientific™ DXR™ Raman microscope
at an excitationwavelength of 720 nm applying 10mW laser power
and averaging 20 spectra with an exposition time of 6 s.

Porosity and surface area studies were performed on a
NOVA3000 instrument (Quantachrome, USA) gas adsorption
3

system using nitrogen as the adsorbate. All the samples were out-
gassed under vacuum for 16 h at 25 �C before adsorption mea-
surements. Surface areas were calculated using the
BarretteJoynereHalenda (BJH) method in the 0.05e0.35 relative
pressure range.

The ratio of metal the ions was determined using a Perkin Elmer
Optima 7000DV inductively coupled plasma optical emission
(ICPeOES) spectrometer. Yttrium internal standard was used for
the measurements. For sample preparation, an accurately known
amount (a few milligrams) of the solid materials was dissolved in
5 mL of cc. HCl. After dissolution, the samples were diluted with
distilled water to 100 mL and filtered.

Electrophoretic mobility values were measured using an Anton
Paar LiteSizer 500 device equipped with a 40 mW laser source
operating at 658 nm wavelength. Omega-shaped plastic capillary
cuvettes (Anton Paar) were used for the electrophoretic experi-
ments, and surface charge densities were determined (detailed in
the Supplementary Information). Hydrodynamic radii were
measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using the same in-
strument. The cumulative method was applied to fit the correlation
functions, which were collected for 20 s. Data collection was con-
ducted at 175� scattering angle at 25 �C. The particle doses (25 mg/
L, i.e. 25 ppm) were the same for both the electrophoretic and the
DLS experiments, whereas the pH was kept at 7.

The basicity of the samples was characterized by Brønsted ba-
sicity titrations. For these experiments, 50 mg of the sample were
then suspended in a solution mixture of 20 mL methanol, and
0.5 mL of a 0.2% indicator solution containing bromothymol blue
(pKa ¼ 7.1), phenolphthalein (pKa ¼ 9.3), and indigo carmine
(pKa ¼ 12.2) in methanol was also added. Thereafter, the solution
was titrated against benzoic acid (0.01 M), while stirring continu-
ously at 500 rpm [66]. The basic sites were also characterized by
CO2-temperature programmed desorption (TPD) technique. TPD
measurements were performed on a Hewlett-Packard 5890 GC
system equipped with a TCD detector. Before the measurements, a



Fig. 1. XRD patterns of M�HC (A); S-HC (B), and C-HC (C).
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quartz tube was loaded with a portion of the sample (100 mg)
followed by the first purge in a flow of He (50 mL/min) at room
temperature for 10 min to remove impurities. After that, using the
10 �C/min ramp rate, the temperature was increased to 450 �C and
was then kept for 1 h to remove water and any other impurities.
Subsequently, the temperaturewas decreased to 100 �C. Finally, the
gas was changed to CO2 in He (30 mL/min CO2, 50 mL/min He) and
circulated over the sample for 1 h.

The thermal behavior of the HCs was studied by thermog-
ravimetry (TG) and differential thermogravimetry (DTG). The
samples were studied with a Setaram Labsys derivatograph oper-
ating in air at a 5 �C min�1 heating rate. For the measurements,
20e30 mg of the samples were applied.

2.4. General procedure for the catalytic reactions

Samples containing benzaldehyde (10.0 mmol) and ethyl ace-
toacetate or malononitrile (15.0 mmol) (or other compounds with
active methylene group[s]) with solid LDH as catalysts (0.1 g) as
well as with 3.0 mL of water as solvent were magnetically stirred
while keeping the reaction temperature at 50 �C under N2 atmo-
sphere. A portion of the reaction mixture was quenched after
5e120 min with 6 M ice-cold HCl solution. The product was
extracted with ethyl acetate (3 � 10 mL). The combined organic
extracts were dried using anhydrous sodium sulfate, evaporated
under reduced pressure, and assayed on a Hewlett-Packard 5890
gas chromatograph equipped with Agilent-1 column and a flame
ionization detector, using internal standard (dodecane) method.
The products were identified using authentic samples.

To identify the condensation products, NMR spectra were also
recorded (listed in the Supporting Information, S3. section) using a
Bruker DRX500 NMR instrument operating at 500MHz. All samples
were dissolved in 0.7 mL DMSO-d6, and 1HeNMR and 13CeNMR
spectra were recorded at room temperature. Spectra were refer-
enced internally to the remaining resonance of the DMSO-d6 at
8.26 ppm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphological changes of the parent LDHs

The solid samples were characterized by XRD first. As can be
seen in Fig.1 and Fig. S1., the isolated products showed distinct XRD
patterns which were identified as typical Bragg reflections of the
corresponding HTs (PDF# 89e5434) or HCs (PDF# 89e6723)
without the appearance of any other crystalline phases [67e70].
Minor variations in the lattice constants and dimensions of the as-
prepared LDHs were observed compared with the conventional
samples with rhombohedral crystal symmetry (Table S3) This is
owing mainly to the changes in the hydration of the interlamellar
space, resulting in a decrease of the interlayer distances. Further-
more, relevant broadening of the characteristic reflections for SBA-
15-containing composites was found, similar observations were
made for zeo-typeeLDH composites [58]. Besides, a second LDH
phase with somewhat smaller interlayer distance appeared in the
case of CTAB-containing composite. Furthermore, the used tem-
plates did not have any characteristic reflections in the 2q range
studied, except for MWCNTs: this Bragg reflection was indexed to
[002] and was observed at about 26� 2q (PDF# 89e8487) [71]
confirming the existence of MWCNTs with a d-spacing of 0.34 nm.

The morphological changes of HCs on using different templates
were investigated by combining TEM and SEMmicroscopies (Fig. 2;
Fig. S2. for HTs). In contrary to the well-known hexagonally shaped
2D morphology with stone-like crystallites of the commercial
samples [72], large variations were observed in the crystal shape for
4

composite materials. In the case of M-HC/M-HT, besides species
with filamentous morphology in the images attested to the inte-
gration of MWCNTs [56], the considerable number of LDH nucleus
with significantly decreased crystallite size d compared with
commercial samples d can be seen that were ordered on the sur-
face of MWCNTs [73]. A portion of these crystallites seemed to be
separated from the surface of the template and exhibited close fit to
the adsorbed LDHs producing altogether insular clusters [56]. On
repeating the synthesis with the presence of SBA-15 as templates,
TEM and SEM images revealed well-known rosette-shaped aggre-
gates that were built up around LDH nanosheets on the surface of
the template. The formation of a core-shell composite can be
implied from this observation. It was found that LDH nanoplates
with smooth edges and with large particle size grew vertically on
the core support constructing a shell with a thickness of ca. 250 nm,
which are in line with previously reported results [57].

Microscopy images of C-HC showed that large clusters of
irregular shape were formed suggesting the estimate of core-shell
hybrids in which LDH platelets are horizontally aligned with the
positively charged surfactant.

To fully ascertain the presence of the SBA-15/CTAB templates in
our solids, a set of spectroscopic measurements was carried out.
ATR-IR spectra are presented in Fig. 3, Figs. S3. and S4. Character-
istic broad bands were detected for the S-HC and C-HC composites
in the range of 1850e1200 cm�1, and they originate from the LDH-
shell (Table S4) [74e76]. Besides, the bands in the range of
1200e800 cm�1 belong to the templates. In particular, the asym-
metric stretching of SieOeSi unites (1017 cm�1) related to SBA-15
framework [77] and the stretching mode vibration of CeNþ moiety
(980 cm�1) for CTAB-containing sample [60], were identified.
Moreover, in the latter case, the characteristic bands at 2916 and
2851 cm�1 are assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric
stretching of eCH2 units in the CTAB chain (Fig. S4.) [60], con-
firming that the envisioned LDH-CTAB composite was produced.

To better support the formation of core-shell composites for C-
HC and S-HC (Fig. 3./Fig. S4. for HT), a comparative IR study was
carried out to identify surface species. The differences in the



Fig. 2. SEM (A; C; E; G) and TEM images (B; D; F; H) of HC (A; B); M � HC (C; D); S-HC (E; F) and C-HC (G; H).
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Fig. 3. ATR-IR spectra of HC (black), C-HC/S-HC samples (blue), and SBA-15/CTAB (green) as well as GIRA spectra of S-HC/C-HC (red). (A: SBA-15; B: CTAB).
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penetration depth profile of the used methods (ATR and GIRA)
provided the theoretical basis for such procedure. For both com-
posites, the amount of characteristic bands of LDH and the tem-
plates could be recognized by ATR method, as described above.
Contrarily, all vibrations originating from the templates are absent
on using GIRA as surface-sensitive detectionmode. This fact verifies
that LDH shells have been formed during the synthesis in both
cases. Moreover, the accumulation of carbonate ions on the surface
could be determined by GIRA in the case of CTAB-loaded HC
(Table S4) [78].

The presence of CTAB has also been proven by surface charge
density determination. Although CaAl-LDH had negative surface
charge (�6.5 mC/m2, probably owing to the favored surface
adsorption of airborne CO2), CTAB-CaAl-LDH possessed þ6.0 mC/
m2 surface charge density (Fig. S5.). This is possibly owing to
electrostatic interactions between the LDH and CTAB which are in
line with the previously reported findings [61,79].

Overall, the formation of composite materials with the designed
morphology could be observed. One can note that using MWCNT/
SBA-15/CTAB templates, a very simple and cost-effective sol-gel
method was developed.

With the developed composites in our hands, the removal of the
templates and reconstruction steps for creating porous LDH
structure was attempted. A combination of XRD and various
Fig. 4. XRD patterns (A) and Raman spectra (B) of M � H
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vibrational spectroscopic methods has been applied to monitor the
synthetic procedures. Representative XRD analysis of the treated
and rehydrated M � HC samples is presented in Fig. 4. (the
remaining ones can be seen in Fig. S6.). After eliminating the
template, a mixed oxide phase remained, as confirmed by XRD
patterns analogous to the ones reported earlier for LDO phases [76].
Then, as a result of a simple rehydration process, phase pure, well-
crystallized product could be solidified without any doubt. The
crystal parameters of the final products calculated are consistent
with those ones given for the composites (Table S3).

To further confirm the success of the template removal, vibra-
tional spectroscopic methods were used. Because the MWCNT ex-
hibits well-known fingerprint-like shifts in the middle of the usual
FT-IR wavenumber region, its disappearance was justified by
Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 4./Fig. S6.) [80]. Hence, D and G bands d
in exactly the same positions as previously describedd can be seen
for the M � HC sample, whereas there are no similar Raman peaks
either for the layered double oxides (LDO) or for its rehydrated
counterpart. Accordingly, the used removal process was found to be
sufficient to remove the MWCNT. One Raman shift shown was
associated with nitrate anions [74] confirming the success of the
incorporation of these anions during the rehydration. Removal of
the other templates could be determined in a similar way using
ATR-IR spectroscopy (Fig. S6.). For these products, similar
C (black); calc-M-HC (red) and recon-M-HC (blue).
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statements could be made as for M-HC/recon-M-HC. After the
rehydration, vibrational bands characteristic of LDH can be
observed (1650, 1400, 1350, and 780 cm�1) that closely
resemble those identified for the nitrate-containing raw material.

A morphological summary of the template-free, rehydrated HCs
is shown in Fig. 5. TEM images of recon-HCs (recon-HTs are rep-
resented in Fig. S7.) indicate the dependence of LDHmorphology on
the type of substrate. In particular, the MWCNT-based product
consisted of nanoplates that grew uniformly in a vertical direction
from each other. In addition, for recon-M-HC, mesoporous fringes
of uniform widths can be clearly observed [81]. Alternatively, the
product from LDH-SBA-15 composite has a notably diverse
morphology, with thin sheet-like particles that are ordered to each
other in non-ab-face stacking, thereby creating nest-like aggregates
[82]. In addition, during the reorientation of the LDH particles on
CTAB removal, most probably, ab-face stacking dominated again
resulting in stone-like aggregates without any well-recognizable
shape [83].

The specific surface areas were also found to be affected by the
morphological changes, as shown by the results of the N2-BET
measurements (Table 1; Fig. S8., Table S5). The specific surface area
significantly increased in the order of recon-M-HC > recon-S-
HC > recon-C-HC » HC indicating the morphology response to the
applied treatment. Slight variations in the measured dimensions
for template-free final products were determined; however, sig-
nificant changes were not observed (Table S3). Contrarily, both the
total pore volume and the average pore diameter showed a sig-
nificant dependence on the reaction conditions during the syn-
thesis. It is important to see that the presented values notably
Fig. 5. TEM images of recon-M-HC (A, B);
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increased. More precisely, up to 21-fold and 12-fold increases were
detected in specific surface area and total pore volume, respec-
tively, relative to the parent HC. The absolute values (310.2 m2/g;
0.463 mL/g) indicate the synthesis of an advanced product
compared with porous LDH reported previously (Table S2).
Noticeably, by removing the templates used, slight increase in the
actual molar ratio of Ca:Al metal centers was also ascertained. The
extent of the variation is not significant; however, LDHs with a low
number of defect sites would have superior efficiency in catalytic
reactions as published previously [84,85]. Furthermore, template
removal had also an impact on the thermal behavior of the
template-free, as-prepared HC compared with pure CaAl-LDH. In
particular, in the range between 25 and 125 �C, TG-DTG curves
(Fig. S9.) displayed more significant mass losses for porous-like
structures than the commercial ones. This can be correlated with
enrichment in surface adsorbed water after the treatment of LDHs.
In addition, for the modified structures, in the high-temperature
range (500e700 �C), the losses owing to the decomposition of
the lamellar structure occurred at lower temperatures. This finding
is most probably owing to nitrous gases that are easy to remove
because of the much larger surface areas created. In the case of the
recon-S-HC sample, precise analysis cannot be performed because
the characteristic mass losses largely overlapped. Taking into
consideration the total mass loss of recon-S-HC, similar or exactly
the same thermal behavior can be assumed as for, that is the recon-
C-HC.

The BJH method provided details on the pore width distribu-
tions. In all cases, the desired products exhibited type IV isotherms
with H3 hysteresis loop based on IUPAC classification (Fig. S8.,
recon-S-HC (C), and recon-C-HC (D).



Table 1
Measured total pore volumes and specific surface areas as well as average pore diameters for the modified hydrocalumites.

Composites Total pore volume (cm3/g) Surface area (m2/g) Average pore diameter (nm) Ca:Al ratioa

HC 0.036 15.2 e 2.00
recon-HC 0.104 136.4 15.2 (meso) 2.05
recon-M-HC 0.463 310.2 4.0 (meso) 2.15
recon-S-HC 0.270 299.0 2.5 (meso) 1.6 (micro) 2.11
recon-C-HC 0.220 260.0 1.8 (micro) 2.07

a Detected by ICP-OES.
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Table 1, Table S5) [57,76]. Some distortions in the loop structure can
be detected confirming the differences in the ratio of micropores
and the possible mesopores [86]. Most of all, the porosity of the HC/
HT was substantially modified by using our envisioned sacrificial
template-based syntheses (Fig. 6/Fig. S8.). By inhibiting aggregation
of the primary LDH nanosheets led to the formation of ordered
mixed pore structure (SBA-15; recon-S-HC) or a nanostructure with
mesoporous-like character (MWCNT; recon-M-HC), having rela-
tively narrow pore width distribution (4.0e16.0 nm) in the absence
of the template. Only a few studies based on sacrificial template
method were able to present similar results (Table S2) [76,87]. On
the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
example for preparing HC with porous structure yet. In case of
aggregation via ab-face stacking in the presence of the template
(CTAB), an ordered microporous material with unprecedentedly
unique pore diameter (1.8 nm) was obtained after the calcination-
dehydration cycle. Therefore, the developed methods proved to be
efficient for the creation of well-ordered porous LDH structures in a
tunable manner. Furthermore, clear relationship between the
morphology of the template-loaded structures and the pore
structure of the emerging LDHs has been established.

3.2. Catalytic behavior of porous LDHs

For testing the catalytic properties, the base-catalyzed Knoe-
venagel condensation with various active methylene group-con-
taining compounds (Scheme 2 d malononitrile) was chosen. For a
Fig. 6. Pore size distribution of HC (A); recon-M-HC (B); recon-S-HC (C); and recon-C-
HC (D).
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comparison, owing to theoretical reasons, not only the pure LDHs
but also their rehydrated counterparts were tested as well. It was
determined that all HCs were thermally stable below 250 �C
(Fig. S9.), therefore under reaction conditions shown as follows
they are capable of keeping their chemical integrity.

A reaction time of 120 min in ethanol was applied at reflux
temperature, using a 50 mg catalyst (Fig. S10.). Under these con-
ditions, without catalyst benzaldehyde, conversion was not seen.
On the other hand, all of the treated and commercial LDH-based
samples exhibited measurable catalytic activity but with remark-
able differences. The conversion of benzaldehyde over the different
HCs decreased in the order of recon-M-HC > recon-S-HC > recon-C-
HC > recon-HC > HC. During the optimization procedure, this
order remained constant. For the most effective condensation, the
catalyst loading of 100 mg was found to be optimal (Fig. S11.).
Modified HCs proved to be robust catalysts for using them in any
kind of solvents applied (Fig. S10.). Interestingly, polar protic sol-
vents seemed to be more favorable to promote the condensation
than any others. Their well-known water tolerance is of obvious
importance, because condensation in the presence of water re-
mains synthetic challenge with clear green chemical significance
[88,89]. Strikingly, the onset temperatures of benzaldehyde con-
version were found to decrease with the increasing specific surface
area of the HCs. This may be connected to variations in the number
of the accessible basic sites and/or their basic strengths influenced
by the multistep treatment (Fig. S12.) [90]. The best catalytic per-
formances were recorded at the same reaction temperature (50 �C)
for all materials. Taking into consideration the total conversion of
the reactants obtained under the optimized and very mild reaction
conditions, it is noteworthy that all catalysts presented here were
found to be competitive with any other benchmark catalysts.
Because HTs have not exhibited results comparable with those of
the corresponding HCs, we did not pay further attention to them
(Fig. S13.).

The initial turnover frequency (TOF) values of the potential
catalysts under the conditions presented above were determined
from the linear part of the conversion versus time functions
(Fig. 7A). In general, the pure and rehydrated HCs were less active
catalysts, whereas each HC sample with ordered pore structure had
significantly higher TOF values than the commercial ones. Among
these, recon-M-HC was found to possess the highest TOF value
(347.6 h�1). In general, the appearance of porous fringes in HCs led
to superior catalytic activities by more than 15 times relative to HC
(Table 2). This implies a higher number of accessible basic sites on
the surface of the porous HCs, resulting in significant variations in
the reaction time to reach maximum conversions. With using
recon-M-HC, total conversion was achieved within 25 min,
Scheme 2. Knoevenagel condensation between benzaldehyde and malononitrile.



Fig. 7. Conversion data (A) and selectivities (B) of Knoevenagel condensation over the as-prepared and the variously modified HC samples between benzaldehyde (1.0 eq) and
malononitrile (1.5 eq) using 0.1 g of catalyst and water (3 mL) as solvent, at 50 �C.
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whereas after 120 min, only 50% benzaldehyde conversion was
reached using HC (Table 2).

Selectivity toward benzylidenemalononitrile (Fig. 7B) over the
HC samples increased in the order of HC < recon-HC < recon-M-
HC < recon-S-HC < recon-C-HC under the optimized reaction
conditions. This is clearly different from the order obtained for
benzaldehyde conversion and points out that the differences in the
catalytic performancemay not only due solely to the increase in the
number of available active sites but also depend on the nature of
basic sites. Hence the characterization of the basic sites of the
catalysts was undertaken.

To identify the possible variations in the Brønsted basicity of
HCs, the samples were characterized by applying Hammett in-
dicators (Fig. 8.) and CO2-TPD measurements (Table S7.). From the
data extracted from two independentmethods practically, identical
conclusions can be drawn; however, Hammett indicators enabled
the direct investigation of the LDHs without using any heat treat-
ment necessary for performing the desorption measurements. The
abundance of the medium basic sites in the parent HCs was found
to be negligible in comparison with the weak and strong ones.
Interestingly, strong basic character could be associated with HCs,
which is profoundly different from that of the HTs, as it was re-
ported elsewhere [91]. A well-defined correlation can be seen be-
tween the basicity of HCs and their porosity and specific surface
area. Accordingly, the ratio of the medium Brønsted basic sites and
total concentration of the accessible basic sites increased with in-
crease in the monoporous character. Furthermore, these markers
changed inverselywith the specific surface area; a trend opposite to
this has been previously observed for surface-modified LDHs [92].
In addition, such a dramatic increase in the number of medium
Table 2
The attributes of basic sites calculated from the titrations by Hammett indicators and ini

Samples Concentration of
the basic sites
(mmol/g)

Concentration of
the weak basic sites
(mmol/g)

Concentration
the medium b
sites (mmol/g)

HC 0.45 0.05 0
recon-HC 0.55 0.11 0.09
recon-C-HC 0.75 0.18 0.4
recon-S-HC 0.78 0.23 0.32
recon-M-HC 0.90 0.30 0.25
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basic sites and extreme changes in the basic character have not
been observed for treated LDHs reported. Taking into account all
these factors, the generation of the considerable number of defect
sites on the surface is likely to be the result of the post-synthetic
treatment used in the present studies. These are most probably
responsible for the remarkable changes in the basicity of the LDHs
studied here [93]. Furthermore, these changes in the basicity of the
LDHs can be associated with the differences in the actual molar
ratio presented in Table 1. As hydroxyl groups coordinated to cal-
cium centers have more contributions to the basicity of the HCs
than others linked to aluminum centers [85]. Therefore, the actual
molar ratio and its changes would be the key factor for the gener-
ation of more useful basic surfaces based on HCs.

The variations in the benzylidenemalononitrile selectivity ach-
ieved with various HC-based catalysts can be correlated with the
basicity data shown above. By plotting the selectivity as a function of a
number of medium basic sites, a linear function is obtained (Fig. 9A),
indicating that the increase in the abundance of medium basic char-
acter facilitates the formation of the desired product, which is in line
with the statement that the Knoevenagel condensation requires fine-
tuned, moderately strong basic sites [27,93]. Besides, other types of
condensation reactions may take place in the presence of stronger
basic sites [23,27,93]. This may explain why the formation of unde-
sired product(s) was observed. A Michael addition of malononitrile to
benzylidenemalononitrile requiring very strong basic sites may take
place. Most probably this is the reason why in the presence of recon-
C-HC (with a low number of strong basic sites) by-product formation
was not observed. Further control experiments with reduced
amounts ofmalononitrile resulted in selectivities that were limited by
the initial concentration of the nitrile, in line with our proposed
tial turnover frequencies over the as-prepared and the modified CaAl-LDH samples.

of
asic

Concentration of
the strong basic
sites (mmol/g)

Initial TOF (h�1) Obtained yield%
(after 30 minutes)

0.40 7.9 10
0.35 29.9 19
0.17 136.7 64
0.23 136.9 69
0.35 347.6 100



Fig. 8. Plot of the total number of basic sites for various HC samples. (Dash-dotted lines
are just representative tools for better visualization.).
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concept (Fig. S14.). Moreover, these facts indicated that, besides the
condensation/addition, an additional process took place. By repeating
the condensation with reduced nitrile concentration, however, under
inert atmosphere, exclusive selectivity (with significantly reduced
conversions) was detected, proving that the side reaction is the
oxidation of benzaldehyde (Fig. S14).

Regarding TOF, no clear correlation with the nature of the
accessible basic sites or porosity/specific surface area of the cata-
lysts can be established (Fig. 9B). It seems that keeping all condi-
tions constant, increasing the total concentration of the basic sites
led to an increase of the TOF almost linearly from 7.9 to 136.9 h�1.
Owing to almost the same amount of accessible basic sites, recon-S-
HC and recon-C-HC showed almost the same activity. Opposite to
this, nevertheless, a larger TOF value was associated with recon-M-
Fig. 9. Benzylidenemalonotrile selectivity data as a function of the number of medium basic
(mmol/g) (B) of Knoevenagel condensation over the as-prepared and the variously modifie
catalyst and water (3 mL) as solvents, at 50 �C for 25 min.
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HC indicating a potential dependence of the activity on
mesoporous-like structure/surface area too. Based on these find-
ings, recon-M-HC provided the best activity, whereas recon-C-HC
owned the highest selectivity among solid bases and zeolites un-
der fairly mild conditions and without the need of using inert at-
mosphere (Table S1). Carbon-nitride- and ionic liquid-based
catalysts proved to be more effective, however, with severe limi-
tations in their recyclability (carbon-nitrides) and/or their handling
to reach the optimal operation (ionic liquids).

To explore the stability and recyclability of surface-modified
HCs, the heterogeneous samples were examined for five runs in
the Knoevenagel condensation under the optimized reaction con-
ditions (Fig. 10). First, it could be established that the activity of the
parent samples (HC, recon-HC) considerably dropped in the second
run, and this decrease continued until the stop of the catalytic re-
action. By performing a Maitlis’ test (hot filtration test) for the
parent samples, partial homogeneous character of the condensa-
tion reaction could be observed, detecting significant benzylide-
nemalononitrile yield in the absence of the catalyst, too (Fig. S15.).
With respect to leaching experiments followed by ICP-OESmethod,
the filtered solution was found to contain a significant amount of
calcium. Therefore, these catalysts are not stable and cannot be
recycled. Their surface-modified counterparts, however, were
reusable and heterogeneous in nature supported by hot filtration
test and leaching experiments, respectively. The observed slight
decrease in their activity during the second and third runs of the
recycling experiments was owing to the absorption/adsorption of
the reactants/products in the channels or on the surface of the HCs.
This was further supported by the observation that recon-M-HC
with the highest surface area was the least affected. In addition,
based on the results of the XRD studies on the reused catalysts, it
could be concluded that the well-known layered structure of the
HCs remained intact after the third reaction cycle (Fig. S16.);
however, their surface area was slightly altered (Fig. S17., Table S6.).
Furthermore, control experiments also proved that the (colloidal)
stability of the surface-modified HCs (recon-M-HC) was signifi-
cantly enhanced relative to the parent sample, as justified by using
time-resolved DLS method (Fig. S18.). The critical coagulation
concentration (ccc) of the materials was determined by following
the salt-induced aggregation of the LDH at different NaCl ionic
strengths. The ccc value of HC was 6 mM, which is considered very
low even amongst LDHs that show ccc values above 50 mM in the
sites (mmol/g) (A) and TOF (h�1) values as a function of the total number of basic sites
d HC samples between benzaldehyde (1.0 eq) and malononitrile (1.5 eq) using 0.1 g of



Fig. 10. Reusability data (benzylidenemalomomitrile yields) over the as-prepared as well as the modified HC catalysts in the Knoevenagel condensation between benzaldehyde (1.0
eq) and malononitrile (1.5 eq) using 0.1 g of catalyst, water (3 mL) as solvents, for 20 min (on using porous LDHs) or 80 min (on using non-porous counterparts) at 50 �C.
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presence of NaCl ions [94]. On the other hand, the recon-M-HC did
not reach fast aggregation below 1 M NaCl concentration; there-
fore, the sample possessed considerably higher colloidal stability
than the HC.

The substrate scope of the condensation reaction was also
investigated (Table 3). The robust HC-catalysis enabled the efficient
condensations on aldehydes with para and ortho substitution
arrangement. In all cases, activity and chemoselectivity were found
to be really high under the optimized, mild reaction conditions.
Strikingly, both electron-donating and electron-withdrawing
functional groups were totally tolerated. More importantly, most
of the markers (benzaldehyde conversion, benzylidenemalononi-
trile selectitvity) exhibited up to >95% value for both types of
substituents. Furthermore, the designed catalysts showed excellent
robustness for varying both the active methylene-containing
compounds and aldehydes, respectively. As can be seen,on using
Table 3
The scope of the reaction d conversion/TOF and selectivity results over the modified CaA
derivatives (1.0 eq) and active methylene group-containing compounds (1.5 eq) using 0.

samples Aldehydes Active methylene
group-containing compoun

recon-C-HC 2/4-chlorobenzaldehyde Malononitrile
2/4-nitrobenzaldehyde
2/4-hydroxybenzaldehyde
2/4-methylbenzaldehyde
Butyraldehyde
Benzaldehyde
Benzaldehyde Ethylcyanoacetate

Diethylmalonate
recon-S-HC 2/4-chlorobenzaldehyde Malononitrile

2/4-nitrobenzaldehyde
2/4-hydroxybenzaldehyde
2/4-methylbenzaldehyde
Butyraldehyde
Benzaldehyde
Benzaldehyde Ethylcyanoacetate

Diethylmalonate
recon-M-HC 2/4-chlorobenzaldehyde Malononitrile

2/4-nitrobenzaldehyde
2/4-hydroxybenzaldehyde
2/4-methylbenzaldehyde
Butyraldehyde
Benzaldehyde
Benzaldehyde Ethylcyanoacetate

Diethylmalonate
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active methylene group-containing compounds with less acidity, a
slight decrease in the conversion was observed, albeit with con-
stant selectivity. Significant variations in the order of the activity or
selectivity of the HCs could not be observed regardless of the used
reactants. The NMR data of the products can be found in the Sup-
porting Information (Section 3.).

Considering all these findings, a reaction mechanism was
created (Scheme S1.) on the basis of Corma et al.’s study [95]. In the
proposed mechanism, the active methylene group of malononitrile
was bound and deprotonated by the basic sites of the HCs, creating
a stable surface conjugate. The generation of this anion gives rise to
a nucleophilic attack onto the carbonyl carbon atom of benzalde-
hyde, producing the intermediate product followed by elimination
of one water molecule and desorption of the product. It can be
supposed, that when the stability of the intermediate product is too
high d owing to the impact of the strong basic sites d the
l-LDH composite catalysts in the Knoevenagel condensation between benzaldehyde
1 g of catalyst, at 50 �C for 30e60 min reaction time in aqueous solution.

d
Conversion (%) Selectivity (%) Reaction time (min)

89/98 85/98 60
94/95 91/97 60
81/90 80/89 60
87/91 82/81 60
90 88 60
100 100 60
87 95 60
80 97 60
94/100 90/92 30
93/100 94/93 30
79//87 85/91 60
85/84 88/86 60
91 91 60
100 90 45
92 92 60
86 89 60
97/99 82/80 25
94/94 84/77 25
74/80 85/71 30
80/81 74/75 30
94 77 45
100 78 30
98 80 45
91 82 45
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possibility for carrying out above-mentioned side reaction strongly
increases.
4. Conclusions

In conclusion, three efficient, well-designed synthesis strategies
were developed to prepare surface-engineered LDHs. Especially,
HCs and HTs with regulated pore structure were prepared using
sacrificial templates (MWCNT, CTAB, and SBA-15), and a useful
water-based sol-gel synthesis method was elaborated without the
need of using a hyperalkaline medium. A simple post-synthetic
treatment with heating or acidic handling followed by the recon-
struction method was developed resulting in template-free porous
LDHs. A clear relationship between the morphology of the
template-loaded, parent composites, and the pore structure of the
final products was established. The obtained structures have high
surface area, unique pore structure, and remarkably enhanced total
pore volume. Accordingly, by considering the morphological as-
pects, the construction and implementation of unique microporous
and mesoporous-like nanostructured LDHs as well as brucite-like
structures with mixed pore structure were successful. Further-
more, the applied dosage and the removal of the templates not only
facilitated the synthesis of porous LDH but also contributed to the
changes in the abundance of the various (weak, medium, and
strong) basic sites of HCs, as supported by Hammett investigations.
These are most probably associated with the formation of defect
sites on the surface during these treatments.

In addition, it was also found that the catalytic activity, selec-
tivity, and robustness of the HC/HT-based catalysts in a Knovenagel
condensation largely depend on the porosity or number of acces-
sible basic sites as well as with the strength of them. In the presence
of porous LDHs, condensation occurred in high yields and exclusive
selectivity with a wide functional group tolerance under ambient
reaction conditions in water in a really useful timescale. While the
product selectivity was strongly improved with increasing the
number of accessible medium basic sites, a high reaction rate
could be achieved by nanostructured LDH with mesoporous-like
structure. Moreover, because of their high colloid stability,
porous catalysts proved to be reusable catalysts as opposed to the
parent samples that behaved as homogeneous catalysts. Thus, it
could be concluded that all relevant factors concerning effective
condensations depend on the modified-surface area and
thus indirectly on the morphology of the parent composites. Our
results can be useful to design and develop effective solid bases
with modified porosity and surface area for potential catalytic
applications.
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